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PAINLESS RESEARCH PROJECTS’ UPDATES

PAINLESS projects have
now started.
The long-term vision of the project is
to kick-start an innovation ecosystem for high-impact players
among the infrastructure and service
providers of ICT to develop and
commercialize autonomous, powerindependent, and self-organizing
networks of BSs

Take a look at the
progress done so far!
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PAINLESS Research projects’ Updates

Iman
We are currently focusing on balancing between the harvested and
stored energies in the battery in an energy harvesting (EH) node. We
want to consider a base station (BS) that is able to provide
communication services for all ground users under energy constraints.
The problem is formulated and we find out that the problem is not
convex. We are developing a nonconvex algorithm using the monotonic
optimization to obtain an optimal solution for the suggested problem.
Also, we are working on a low complex suboptimal approach based on
the successive convex technique for the problem.

Iman Valiulahi, UCL
Muhammad

Muhammad Haroon Tariq, AIT

Design and analysis of Parasitic Antenna Arrays (PAAs) to reduce the
number of RF chains in a circuit. Includes the constraints for load
calculations subject to the conditions that antenna elements radiate on
the given frequency. (Letter submitted in Antennas and Wireless
Propagation Letters AWPL, Letter is under revision and resubmission)
Channel modeling and measurements for mmWaves communications.
Scenarios for indoor and outdoor mmWave measurements were
created, implemented and analyzed. Indoor scenarios included
workspace environments, in office rooms, corridors etc. whereas,
outdoor scenarios included urban and suburban environments. The
measurements focused on studying the attenuation of power and or
path loss over the distance in urban, suburban and indoor environments
for line of Sight (LoS) and NonLine of Sight (N-LoS). (Paper write-up is
under process).

Mahshid
The main aspects to be investigated in the project from energy
harvesting viewpoint are power supply modeling for cellular
telecommunication network, and system design and dimensioning
subject to the operational and energy management constraints.
Accordingly, Photovoltaic (PV) generation models from different points
of view including environmental aspects, solar panel geolocation, solar
radiation and sunlight intensity as well as PV module characteristics are
studied in order to propose a proper power supply model for cellular
telecommunication networks based on 5G technologies

Mahshid Javidsharifi, AAU
Ilias
Ilias started his research in PAINLESS by working on "Low-Complexity
Random Rotation based Schemes for Intelligent Reflecting Surfaces
(IRS)", where he derived analytical expressions for the outage probability
and energy efficiency of different schemes for IRS-assisted wireless
communications. He now works on the application of deep learning in
wireless communications.

Ilias Chrysovergis, UCY
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Arzhang
The goal of our research is to find a closed form expression for optimal
altitude which can minimize the outage probability of UAV cellular
communication systems. So far, by considering the size of blockages in
the covered region, probability of LOS and NLOS links and antenna
angles, and with simplified assumptions we could find a closed form
solution for the altitude. Afterwards, we studied the impacts of
different parameters on the optimal altitude of UAV.

Arzhang Shanbazi, CNRS

Mohammad Aljraah, UMAN

Mohammad
With the increasing demand on energy and spectral efficient
backhauling for future wireless communications, this work considers
the emerging intelligent reflecting surfaces (IRSs) technology for
exchanging data between micro base-stations (BSs). Accordingly,
reconfigurable reflecting passive antenna elements are used to phaseshift multiple versions of the transmitted signal, where the values of
the phase shifts are chosen to make sure that the reflected signals will
be added coherently in the transmission medium; and consequently,
the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is considerably enhanced. The
promising millimetre wave (mmWave) technology is used for data
transmissions, and Rician model is considered to capture the effect of
fading channel. The performance of the introduced system model is
analysed in terms of probability of error and outage probability

Francesco
My research activity inside the PAINLESS project is focused on indoor
ultra-reliable low-latency communications (URLLC) in unlicensed bands
targeting an industry 4.0 scenario. To support URLL communications, I
am currently developing, through reinforcement learning algorithms, a
framework to intelligently manage Multi-Access Point (AP) coordination
to fairly serve all the users present in the network following an optimal
scheduling policy.

Francesco La Marca, NOK
Marco

Marco Virgili, LYRA

Marco Virgili (ESR #8) has just finished developing the first version of a
user-friendly Python application that selects the best fitting UAV
battery model and size for a specific scenario, chosen by the user
through an intuitive interface. The software asks for data regarding the
Base Station, the UAV path and other physical parameters, and puts
them into an iterative loop to find the cheapest applicable option
among the ones available in its database. Because it is distributed
through an executable file, no previous experience with Python or
coding in general is needed. Marco is now working on future versions of
the software that will introduce new features,
extra mathematical models, enhanced databases, improved graphics
and a general debugging of the code
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Xiaoye Jing, UCL

Xiaoye
By fully exploiting the mobility of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), UAVbased aerial base stations (BSs) can move closer to ground users to
achieve better communication conditions. We consider a scenario where
an aerial BS is dispatched for covering a maximum number of ground
users before exhausting its on-board energy resources. The resulting
trajectory optimization problem is a mixed integer non-linear, nonconvex problems, and includes coupling constraints, that are challenging
to solve. As such, we propose an iterative algorithm which decomposes
the problem into several sub-problems by applying successive convex
optimization, block coordinate descent techniques and penalty method
to solve it
Nithin

Nithin Babu, AIT

An energy-efficient hovering altitude of a UAV acting as an aerial access
point is determined using sequential convex programming and
monotonic optimization techniques. The problem formulation considers
both the energy required for communication and the energy consumed
by the UAV. The optimization considers minimum data rate constraints
and altitude constraints. Currently, I am trying to find the energyefficient deploying method of a set of UAVs to cover a given geographical
region with minimum access and backhaul data constraints in addition to
the altitude constraint
Eloise

Eloise De Carvalho Rodrigues, NOK

Current research: One of the main challenges when aiming to provide
command and control for autonomous network nodes by using reliable
and low latency communications systems operating in the unlicensed
spectrum, i.e. Wi-Fi, is dealing with the delays introduced by the
mandatory ListenBefore-Talk (LBT) channel access rule. The Spatial Reuse
technique, which consists in allowing concurrent transmissions to
happen under certain transmission power constraints, is a way of
overcoming this issue, and my current research work focuses on further
evaluating the performance of the Parameterized Spatial Reuse (PSR)based spatial reuse framework of WiFi.
Yuan

Yuan Guo,UCY

Based on the objectives of the Painless project, ESR #12 is currently
working on the system-level analysis of sophisticated Simultaneous
wireless Information and power transfer (SWIPT) techniques for mmwave systems, by using stochastic geometry tools. More specifically, a
novel threshold-based antenna switching (TPS-SWIPT) scheme is
proposed, which takes into account the interference’s spatial
correlation associated with multi-antenna SWIPT systems. The proposed
scheme is mathematically tractable for system-level analysis and also
improves the performance in comparison to conventional solutions. The
results of the work will be submitted to the upcoming IEEE Global
Communications Conference 2020.
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Mohamed

Abdelhamed Mohamed, CNRS

I am working on the design of an optimal and suboptimal solution for
maximizing the spectral efficiency of the Information Decoder Receiver
(IDR), in an Intelligent Reflecting Surface (IRS) aided MISO SWIPT
wireless communication system,subject to energy harvesting
constraints at Energy Harvesting Receiver (HER) and unit modulus
constraint of phase shift vector (passive beamforming) at IRS and
maximum transmit power at multi-antenna access point. The second
part is to design a channel estimation paradigm, for an Intelligent
Reflecting Surface (IRS) aided MISO SWIPT wireless communication
system, at the transmitter upon receiving limited feedback information
which represent the available information of signal strength at the
receiver throughout performing sequential estimation and tracking
manner of the combined channel in order to reduce the computation
processes at the TX
Mahmoud

I am currently working on developing an energy efficient routing

Mahmoud Alaaldeen, UMAN

protocol for the energy-autonomous wireless nodes in the system. My
objective is to develop a routing technique that consumes low energy
at each node so that the network longevity can be increased. In
addition, I am working on stitching cooperative physical layer network
coding (CPLNC) in the routing protocol. The use of CPLNC as a major
building block in our proposed routing scheme introduces significant
reduction in energy consumption for each node while maintaining the
same performance. We study the performance of CPLNC for energy
savings in both synchronous and asynchronous cases between the
cooperating nodes. In addition, we study the effect of introducing
channel coded PLNC in the system and its effect on energy savings
Igor
Research on Drone Small Cells that are enabled to dynamically adjust
their position in a predefined horizontal plane in favour of active users.
Coverage planning, analysis and altitude optimization for such cells
with the consideration of the requirements of traffic types, user
density, antenna compatibility. Research work should lead to full
autonomy of such opportunistic systems.

Igor Donevski, AAU

